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Abstract 

Generalizability theory provides a framework for examining the dependability of measurements in 

marketing research. When limited resources are available determining the optimal number of observa

tions to use in a marketing measurement design that will maximize reliability is not a simple task. This 

paper presents a method for determining the optimal number of observations to use in fully-crossed, 

univariate and multivariate two- and three- facet measurement designs when resource constraints are 

imposed. (JEL C61, M31). 

1. Introduction 

In recent years the theory of generalizability has gained increasing attention 
with marketing researchers, as evidenced by the growing number of studies in 
the literature which apply it (Peter, 1977; Peter, 1979; Berhman and Perreault, 
1982; Rentz, 1987). Generalizability (G) theory (Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda, and 
Rajaratnam, 1972) is a theory that provides a framework for examining the 
dependability of measurements in marketing research. G theory extends classical 
reliability theory most notably by recognizing and estimating the magnitude of 
multiple sources of errors in measurements. Rentz (1987) reviewed the major 
concepts in G theory and illustrated its use as a comprehensive method for 
designing, assessing, and improving the dependability of marketing measures. 
Clearly, the greatest contribution of generalizability theory to marketing 
research lies in its ability to model a remarkably wide array of measurement 
conditions. Unfortunately, when limited resources are available the ability to 
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design measurement studies tht maximize reliability is not a simple task. The 
purpose of this paper is to present a method that can be used to determine the 
optimal measurement design when cost constraints are imposed on the design. 

2. Review of Basic Generalizability Theory Concepts and Measurement 

Issues 

In generalizability theory there is an important distinction between general
izability (G) studies and decision (D) studies. G studies are associated with the 
development of a measurement procedure, whereas D studies apply the proce
dure in practical terms (Shavelson and Webb, 1981). In fact, according to Rentz 
(1987), the greatest benefits of generalizability analysis are derived when modifi
cations to a measurement procedure are analyzed and an acceptable design is 
chosen relative to maximizing the reliability within cost or other practical con
straints. Thus, if the results of a G study show that some sources of error in the 
design are very small, then a decision maker may reduce the number of levels of 
that facet (e.g., occasion of observation), or may even ignore that facet in a D 
study. This permits a smaller and less costly design for the D study than that 
used in the G study. 

A major contribution of generalizability theory, therefore, is that it permits 
a decision maker to pinpoint the sources of measurement error in the design and 
increase the appropriate number of observations accordingly in order to obtain 
a maximum level of reliability (Shavelson, Webb, and Rowley, 1989). 

For example, in a study of the dependability of measures of brand loyalty 
(Peter, 1979), the investigator considered items and occasions to be important 
factors that could lead to the undependability of the measurement procedure. 
Thus, the variance components for a person by items by occasions (ρ χ i χ o) 
fully crossed design were estimated using a 10 item brand loyalty scale adminis
tered to 100 persons on 3 occasions. One question that a researcher can deter
mine is whether the reliability of the measurement procedure can be increased by 
adding more occasions or items. 

The estimated variance component for each source of variation in the above 
example G study of brand loyalty scores are presented in Table 1. From these 
estimated variance components, a generalizability coefficient, analogous to the 
classical reliability coefficient, can be calculated by dividing the estimated per-
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son variance component by the estimated observed-score variance. As can be 
seen in Table 1, occasions of measurement are a substantial source of error 
variation. The item variance is relatively small indicating that the items used to 
measure brand loyalty are providing consistent information. This is also 
reflected in the small variance components of the person by item interaction and 
the item by occasion interaction. Clearly, the number of occasions of measure
ment has the greatest effect on generalizability, whereas the number of items has 
little effect. For example, using 10 items and 1 occasion will produce an esti
mated relative generalizability coefficient of p2 = 0.84, compared to p2 = 0.79 
when using 5 items and 1 occasion. However, when using only 5 items and 3 
occasions produces an estimated generalizability level of p2= 0.91 [For a formal 
development of the generalizability (G) coefficent and variance component 
estimates see Shavelson and Webb (1981), Rentz (1987), and Marcoulides, 
(1989a)]. 

The ability to design subsequent D studies more effeciently on the basis of 
information from the G study is clearly one of the major advantages of general
izability theory for marketing researchers. By trading off desired levels of relia
bility and costs researchers can design optimal D studies. Unfortunately, while it 
is important to have large coefficients of generalizability, such are not always 
possible when conditions of scarce resources are present. The question then 
becomes how to maximize the generalizability coefficient within a prespecified 
amount of limited resources. For example, in a one-facet person by item (ρ χ i) 
design, the question of satisfying resource constraints is simple. Choose the most 
items that will give maximum generalizability without going over the available 
budget. Unfortunately, when other facets are added to the design, obtaining a 
solution can become quite complicated, especially since each decision will pro
duce a different costing D study design. 

Marketing measurements also often involve multiple scores in order to 
describe individuals' preferences (Peter, 1979). For example, an instrument 
designed to measure brand loyalty might use subtests to measure two different 
dimensions of loyalty, or an instrument designed to measure consumer problems 
relating to food products might use subtests to measure five different dimen
sions: physiological, sensory, activities, buying and usage, and psychological/ 
social (Tauber, 1975). Under such measurement conditions, in order to examine 
the multiple dependent scores simultaneously, a multivariate generalizability 
analysis is essential and the univariate procedures described by Rentz (1987) 
must be extended to include multivariate designs. 
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In multivariate generalizability theory the notion of multifaceted error var
iance is basically extended to include all types of multivariate designs. As much, 
multiple scores are treated simultaneously and the matrices of variance and 
covariance components provide the essential information for deciding whether 
the multiple scores in the measurement battery should be treated as a profile or a 
composite as opposed to separate scores. Additionally, using the matrices of 
variance and covariance components, and using the multivariate extension of 
the univariate generalizability coefficient developed by Joe and Woodward 
(1976), a decision maker can obtain the dimensions of scores which provide 
maximum generalizability. Unfortunately, while Joe and Woodward's (1976) 
procedure for calculating generalizability coefficients in multivariate designs 
produces the coefficient with maximum generalizability, this procedure does not 
take into account any budgetary constraints that might be imposed on the design 
(i.e. the generalizability coefficient is obtained for an unconstrained solution). 

It appears, therefore, that determining the optimal design to use in a univar
iate or a multivariate multifaceted measurement design is not a simple task once 
the number of facets is more than one. The purpose of this paper is to present a 
general procedure for determining the optimal number of observations to use 
that will maximize coefficients of generalizability in both univariate and multiv
ariate multifaceted designs. The paper can be considered an extension on the 
work of Cronbach et al. (1972), Joe and Woodward (1976), Rentz (1987), and 
Shavelson and Webb (1981). Basically, for univariate and multivariate multifa
ceted designs, a simple procedure is presented to determine the optimal number 
of observations to use when cost constraints are imposed on the design. We 
hope, by providing a clear and understandable picture of the procedure, that the 
practical applications of this method will be adopted for optimizing measure
ment designs in marketing research. 

3. Selecting the Optimal Number of Observations in Measurement 

Designs 

3.1. The Two-Facet Univariate Case 

Consider the two-facet person by item by occasion (ρ χ i χ ο ) study of the 
dependability of measures of brand loyalty presented by Peter (1979). In order to 
find, for example, the maximum relative generalizability, without violating 
budget constraints, a certain number of observations for each facet must be 
selected. 

-

























7. Summary and Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented a methodology for determining the optimal 
number of observations of facets to use in univariate and multivariate measure
ment designs that maximize generalizability when resource constraints are 
imposed. Using these sets of procedures, a decision maker can determine the 
number of observations that are needed to obtain the largest possible generaliz
ability coefficient for a given amount of resources. Of course, if a decision maker 
wished to determine the minimum number of observations per subject for a 
specified generalizability coefficient, this could easily be obtained by using our 
procedure and a decision maker could then examine the tradeoff between the 
coefficient of generalizability and the total budget. Although the present paper 
only considered univariate and multivariate fully crossed two- and three- facet 
designs, parallel solutions can easily be obtained for other types of designs that 
might be encountered in practical marketing research applications. 
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